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1 Research 

Questions



Research Questions

● RQ1. How strong is the willingness to use MaaS? Who are the 

potential adopters and what are their motives to use MaaS?

● RQ2. Does MaaS have the potential to promote a shift towards 

public transport and sustainable mobility? 



2 Metro 

Manila



case study: Metro Manila

PHILIPPINES

● Archipelagic country

● Pop.: 100+ million

● Lower-middle income country

● Fast-growing economy



case study: Metro Manila

METRO MANILA

● Capital: centre of culture, economy, …

● 17 cities/municipalities; 620 km2

● Pop.: 13 million + 2 million commuters

● Most crowded and dense area in the world



case study: Metro Manila

METRO MANILA - Transportation

● 90% of households do not own a car

● Rapid pace of motorization

● Premature congestion

● TomTom: #2 daily congestion worldwide 



case study: Metro Manila

METRO MANILA - Transportation

● 50% of trips via public transport

● Only 3 mass transit lines

● Most trips covered by road-based 

transportation (buses, “jeepneys”,           

and tricycles)



3 Methods 

and Data



Methods and Data

Online survey (N=238)

● Transport & Mobility: nr. cars/motorcycles, modal choice factors; 

previous day travel, …

● Socio-demographic: age, education, household size, …

● Explanation of MaaS: written + picture + video



Methods and Data

Question

● Would you use MaaS?

● How would MaaS influence your mobility behavior?



Methods and Data

Statistical models (utility theory, discrete choice)

1. Willingness to use MaaS (whole sample)

2. Likelihood of increasing the use of public transport (among MaaS

adopters)



4 Discussion 

of Results



Discussion of Results

Model 1: Willingness to use MaaS (whole sample)

● “I would probably use MaaS” = 84%

● Potential adopters:

● Price-sensitive (compare and choose best option), users of ride-

hailing (short, social and leisure trips), females, living in MM and 

using multiple transport modes.



Discussion of Results

Model 2: Likelihood of increasing use of PT (among MaaS adopters)

● “Would probably use MaaS and use PT more often” = 73% (of adopters)

● Potential adopters:

● Non-personal trips, living in adjoining provinces, price-sensitive, 

females, nr. transport mobile apps.



5 Concluding 

Remarks



Main (new) findings

● Expectation of cost-savings

● Consolidation of different services

● Expectation of more reliable service (integration of services and 

travel info*, comparison of different travel alternatives)

* Manila: public transport is mostly informal, without timetables and detailed route information 

available. There do not even exist seasonal tickets of any kind (e.g., monthly passes, etc.)



Food for thought

● Who should plan and implement MaaS scheme? (private vs public)

● Are cities/transport authorities in developing countries capacitated to 

lead such implementation?

● Which other implementation barriers (technology, organizational, 

external environment) exist?
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